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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.DEFROCKING THE GOPSEL OF THOMASWHAT THE CHURCH HAS FAILED TO TELL US An amazing turnaround of Jesus teachings-profoundly
penetrating! A shape-shifting treatment of spiritual discernment, from Jesus to the guide he left us.
A teacher s dream-opening the doors of enlightenment through spiritual metaphor. Many of us who
follow Jesus have formed and maintain a religion about the man Jesus, rather than learning how to
live from his teachings. So we are generally left with finding our view of God in the words and
images that come to us from those outside ourselves. Jesus implored us to form an intimate
relationship with our inner Voice, the only Voice of spiritual authority-cosmic, Christ consciousnesswhich speaks so clearly the Truth about living from within. In DEFROCKING THE GOSPEL OF
THOMAS, Young s explanations of the allegorical conversation between Jesus and Thomas take us
beyond what most others suggest their meaning to be. The explanations take the reader to a place
deep within, where the voice of Wisdom brilliantly replaces the musings of self-importance. Indeed,
this is a meal containing only...
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Reviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through period. Your way of life period will probably be convert
as soon as you total looking over this book.
-- Ms. Kirstin O'Kon
This pdf is definitely not easy to get started on studying but quite entertaining to read through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then
never. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ms. Fatima Erdman
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